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EXCLUSIVE: 2017 Comp Survey Results

REVENUES UP, INVESTMENT UP COACHING PROGRAMS SURGE
FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
It’s time once again for Proponent Group’s exclusive report on the state
of the instruction industry—by the numbers. While many metrics in this
year’s edition of our “Comp Survey” show similarity to prior-year data,
there are notable cases of trends that are growing or accelerating. In
this article we’ll highlight all the important marketplace changes, as we
look closely at how Proponent members are operating their businesses
heading into the heart of the 2017 season.
What this data provides is a
financial snapshot you can use
to benchmark your business and
your career against what your
peers are doing. It’s important to
remember that these are broad
averages and include a large
number of instructors whose
positions may be very different
from your own.
(Continued on next page)
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Get Your Personalized Comp Survey Results
If you are a Full or International Member and you completed the survey,
you are eligible to have a free customized version of the survey’s results
created just for you. Typically we aim to build your customized results
from the 8-12 positions captured in the survey database that are most
similar to yours. We provide a report that allows you to review
compensation, job descriptions, management responsibilities and benefits
for those peers who do work most similar to yours.
We can run comparisons that closely match your experience level,
facility type, employment status and other key comparables. To obtain a
customized summary of the new survey results, simply contact our office
at any time or email Lori Bombka at lbombka@proponent-group.com.
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Our Members are the Cream of the Crop
Over the past 10 years, Proponent Group has been
tracking its members’ compensation and operations
data. The aim all along has been to illuminate the
business realities and opportunities for the industry’s
top tier of dedicated, full-time instructors. And when
we say “top tier,” you are definitely that. Nearly onequarter (24 percent) of this year’s survey
respondents are listed on Golf Digest’s Best in State
rankings and one in five of all respondents have won
a PGA Section Teacher of the Year award.
In preparing this 2017 Proponent Group
Compensation and Operations Survey, we’re aware
that no single metric or data point
is likely to make you change the
way you operate your business.
Instead, its value rests in the
totality of the picture it provides of
how the game’s hard-core golf
instructors earn their livelihoods.
We expect these facts and figures
will do much to help you to
strategize for an increasingly better
return on your intellectual property.
In this article we’ll break down
some of the shifts, trends and
opportunities that characterize the
industry at this time. Much more
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information is available for you in the 20-plus page
summary report now available for downloading on
the member-only website—find it in the Member
Surveys menu.
Again this year, we have broken the survey
summary into four distinct sets of data: Employees,
Independent Contractors and Academy Owners,
along with our customary overall averages. For the
first time we also include charts of financial
averages for members with fewer than 10 years of
teaching experience versus those with 10 or more
years of teaching under their belts. We felt we
needed to add this breakout as we’ve seen a
growing number of Associate
Members completing the survey,
most of whom have been in the
industry for less than a decade.
It Was a Very Good Year for a
Great Number of Members
Total revenues in the new survey
averaged $133,995 for all member
categories. This was the largest
increase ever in what is perhaps
our most critical stat—it jumped a
full 18 percent in 2016. For
Employees, average revenue was
(Continued on next page)

Revenue Breakdown for the “Average” Proponent Group Member

Private lessons:
Salary:
Long-term coaching programs:
Golf Schools:
Clinics/Group lessons:
Payments from staff teachers:
Equipment/clubfitting sales:
Coaching school teams:
Corporate outings:
Payments from Tour players:
Books/DVD’s/media payments:
Bonus:
Tournament winnings:
Endorsements:

Total Average Revenues:

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

All
57,605
19,198
15,696
11,913
10,176
5,333
2,946
2,518
2,443
1,460
1,448
1,299
1,279
681

$133,995

Independent
Employees Contractors
48,564
56,613
32,080
3,866
7,893
11,513
9,561
5,498
9,753
8,446
960
2,695
604
3,159
1,438
3,654
929
3,169
429
1,594
185
752
2,404
185
1,337
1,183
378
745

$116,515

Source: 2017 Proponent Group Compensation and Operations Survey

$103,072

Academy
Owners
93,504
0
54,391
24,531
16,809
23,188
16,630
2,688
5,441
4,563
7,859
0
1,389
1,500

$252,493

More Than
10 Years
Teaching
66,115
20,181
17,106
14,955
10,938
9,939
6,741
2,984
3,237
1,656
1,605
1,612
1,192
896

$159,157

Less Than
10 Years
Teaching
34,295
16,588
11,185
3,325
8,088
1,077
1,545
1,140
210
861
956
395
1,528
69

$81,262
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$116,515, up 3 percent.
Independent Contractors
averaged $103,072, up 5
percent, and Academy Owners
came in at $252,493, up a
whopping 20 percent.
Members who have taught
more than 10 years averaged
$159,157 in revenue. Meanwhile,
members with less than 10 years
of teaching experience brought in
an average of $81,262.
The average adult-lesson hourly rate for members
teaching at a private club was $133 for club members (up
3 percent) and $148 for non-members (up 2 percent).
Teachers at public courses earned an average hourly rate
of $138 (up 4 percent). Academy Owners averaged an
hourly rate of $176 (down 3 percent).
Shift Away from Private Lessons Continues—
Coaching Programs are Exploding
The typical Proponent Group member earned only 42
percent of their revenues from private lessons. This figure
was down from 47 percent last year and off from 51
percent five years ago. This is the lowest that percentage
has sunk in our 10 years of surveying. This certainly would
indicate a shifting into more program diversification for
many of our members.
For example, many members reported revenues
flowing from 10 or more different sources or program
types. In particular, we continue to see a huge growth in
long-term coaching programs with the average revenue
per member for long-term coaching up 64 percent this
past year, to $15,696. Group lessons/clinics also saw 35
percent growth, now up to $10,176 per member.
Meanwhile most other categories were generally flat.

Offsetting Cash Gains, Non-Cash Compensation
Continues to Shrink
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We noted this trend in last year’s
survey summary and yes, the
erosion of non-cash benefits
continued in 2016. In other
words, cash compensation is
king while all other forms of
reward continue to dry up.
For example since 2007:
Health insurance paid by
employer is down from 61 to 40
percent; 401k plan, down from
70 to 35 percent; PGA/LPGA
dues paid by employer/facility dropped from 53 to 43
percent; Disability insurance paid by employer dropped
from 42 to 22 percent; Education allowance dropped from
50 to 31 percent and percentage of facilities purchasing
training aids dropped from 61 to 41 percent.
The tricky part of this continual erosion is that it
happens slowly over many years and many members
have not taken it upon themselves to augment their 401k’s
with other retirement savings vehicles, nor have they taken
out their own disability policies. These gaps leave many
exposed to significant financial risks. Proponent strongly
urges members to speak to a financial specialist who can
evaluate the most effective ways to make sure that the
industry’s shrinking benefits don’t cause financial havoc for
you later in life.

Members are Investing More in Their Businesses
One of the reasons that revenues are growing is that
Proponent members are investing more in their
businesses than at any time in the 10 years we’ve been
tracking these numbers. The typical Proponent member
ponied up $5,600 more for out-of-pocket expenses and
investments last year ($14,056 versus $8,430 the year
before). This equated to about 10 percent of revenue
being reinvested in these core areas with Independent
Contractors leading the way at
(Continued on next page)

Selected Instructor Out-of-Pocket Expenses for
the “Average” Proponent Group Member
All
Teaching Technology:
Rent/Lease Payments:
Training Aids Purchased:
Continuing Education:
Marketing/Public Relations:

$7,235
$6,668
$2,895
$1,981
$1,945

Independent
Employees Contractors
4,676
0
774
1,223
610

Source: 2017 Proponent Group Compensation and Operations Survey

6,776
4,740
2,263
2,850
1,980

Academy
Owners
17,109
34,309
2,233
2,056
6,414

More Than
10 Years
Teaching
7,352
7,972
3,346
4,119
4,882

Less Than
10 Years
Teaching
6,653
2,909
1,574
1,735
847
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13 percent, Academy Owners coming in at 11 percent
and Employees at 7 percent.
While a big chunk of that was for technology purchases,
the increase was also significant for training aid purchases
and marketing expenses. These investments are a sign of
healthy businesses and they bode well for the future.

Facilities Took a Bigger Bite
As revenues rose, so did rents.
For our members who pay rent
or lease their space, it was a
year of significant upward
pressure. Rent and lease
payments overall, for members
who incur these charges, hit
$23,844, up 40 percent over a
year earlier. The bigger
academies saw average rent
jump to $34,309, up 49
percent. The scarcity of available places to teach is
affecting this number as is the fact that most facilities are
not doing as well as our members are doing—thus they
feel themselves under pressure to squeeze out as many
dollars as possible from every source on their property.
Members who have a revenue split at a private club
facility paid back an average of 20 percent of gross
revenue, up from 15 percent a year earlier. Meanwhile
public facility-based teachers who have a revenue split
deal paid 24 percent on average to the facility. This was
the same as in 2015.
A Few New Tidbits
This year’s survey asked a handful of new
questions that we were curious about. For
example, we found that 20 percent of our
membership graduated from one of the
PGA of America’s on-campus PGM
programs.
We also found that 11 percent of our
members work at a facility managed by a
golf management company and 35
percent of our members teach at a multiteacher academy. LPGA members account for 13 percent
of our membership while 86 percent of our members are
affiliated with their home country’s PGA organization (Note:
Proponent Group now has members in 24 countries.)
Teachers are Ditching the
U-Hauls
Thanks to a couple of trends in
particular, we’ve seen a steady
decrease in the number of
members who hold positions at
facilities in two different markets.
The trends in question are the
huge growth in indoor teaching
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facilities across the country coupled with the ability to use
the latest technologies effectively in an indoor setting. The
net result is that it’s that much easier for a teacher to have
a thriving year-round business in just about any location.
This past year only 37 percent of our members worked in
more than one market. This is down steadily from 42
percent five years ago.

Data We Collected on the
Data Collectors
Members using launch monitors/
Doppler radar units to teach
inched up from 80 to 81 percent
and seems to be hitting a ceiling.
TrackMan jumped 5 points to 47
percent of our members (who
report that they use that system).
FlightScope dropped from 33 to
29 percent, while Foresight moved up three points
and Earnest Sports dropped one point, at 11 and 3
percent, respectively.
Being Social is Important
Investing big dollars in marketing is not something
Proponent members generally do. In this most recent
survey the average marketing spend is only $1,945. Free
(or at least very inexpensive) social media platforms have
become the default marketing channel for many of our
members. Overall social-media usage for our members’
businesses grew again this year, with 92 percent using at
least one of the major platforms to
drive business. About half of our
members (45 percent) say they
spend 1-5 hours a week on their
social media business accounts
with 22 percent spending more
than 5 hours weekly on the social
platforms.
Favorite platforms include
Facebook, used by 87 percent of
Proponent members, followed by Twitter at 67 percent,
then Instagram at 62 percent and YouTube and LinkedIn
hovering around 50 percent.
For the Rest of the Story…
These are just a few of the highlights, so don’t forget to
check out the full results by
downloading the complete
survey summary on the member
website in the Member Surveys
menu. Please let us know if you
have any questions about the
results or if you would like a
customized survey result
matching your individual
situation.
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MEMBER MENTORS: KEY RESOURCE
FOR GROWING YOUR BUSINESS

WHAT OUR MEMBERS
ARE WATCHING

From the very beginning, Proponent Group has been designed to harness the
combined knowledge of our talented membership. We represent a gathering of the
game's top instructors. We're able to circulate immense amounts of wisdom and
knowledge throughout our small community. The information-sharing process serves
to elevate all of our members' businesses and teaching skills and Member Mentors is
at the heart of that process.
If you visit the Member Mentors section of the
members’ website, you will find more than 50
categories where our teaching professionals
have volunteered their time to answer questions
from fellow Proponent Group instructors.
In some categories you'll find quite a few
mentors, and you may want to start by
contacting someone geographically close to you
or someone who is on a similar career track.
Any member who considers himself or
herself to be among the top 10 percent of the
membership in a specific issue/category, and
would like to serve as a Member Mentor should
contact Lori Bombka at lbombka@proponentgroup.com. We will continue to refine the list
with new mentors and new topics.
Thank you to the more than 100 Proponent
Group members who have offered to be a
Member Mentor as this is what makes our
organization unique and valuable.

One of the most popular
benefits on our members’
website is the Webinar/Video
Archive, chock full of
presentations from Proponent
events over the past 10 years.
Check out the top speakers in
the industry… sharing their
insights to help you improve.

Branding Style Guide and Logo Guide
Now on Proponent Member Website
New on our members’ website this month two dozen new logo samples,
added to our original Logo Design Guide for Instructors. If you
haven’t redesigned your company logo in more than six years, it’s time
to download this updated guide from the Business Guides menu.
Also, we’ve added a brand new
Business Guide called How to Create
Proponent Group Instructor Logo Gallery
Your Brand Style Guide. This easy-tofollow document focuses on the blockingand-tackling stuff you need to create brand
consistency in every format you use to
communicate with the public. First and
foremost, it helps you establish consistency
with your audience. These tools and rules
also intensify the aura of professionalism
your business relies on, just as a house
needs a solid foundation beneath it. Use
this guide to elevate how golfers perceive
your teaching brand.
[!14]

MOST VIEWED PROPONENT
VIDEOS THIS MONTH

In February, these were the 10
most watched videos on the
Proponent website:
1.) Devan Bonebrake - On
the Fast Track
2.) Mike Malaska - The
Invisible Swing
3.) Mike Adams - Analyzing
Your Students’ Body Functions
4.) Will Robins - 5 Hurdles to
Overcome When Transitioning
from an Hourly to a ResultsBased Coaching Model
5.) Bernie Najar - Better Golf
from the Ground Up
6.) Building a Top Shelf
Teaching Career :Associate
Members Meeting Panel
Discussion
7.) Lynn Marriott and Pia
Nilsson - The Human Skills of
the Game
8.) Patricia Donnelly, PhD. Teaching Junior Golfers
9.) Brian Manzella - How to
Utilize New Ball Flight and
Golf Swing Science to
Improve Your Teaching.
10.) Dr. Michael Duffey and
Eric Handley - Assessing and
Teaching with Ground Forces
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COMP SURVEY: SOLID GAINS IN 2016
By Lorin Anderson, President
On the first few pages of this issue of
COLLABORATE, we gave you the
nuts-and-bolts results of our 2017
Proponent Group Operations and
Compensation Survey. In this column,
I’m going to add my personal take on
what the survey says about our
members, the golf economy and where
we may be heading as an industry.
First, and most importantly, the banner headline for 2016
for Proponent members is “We Had a Very Good Year.”
Over the past year our members saw an 18 percent
increase in teaching revenues! That was the largest
increase we’ve witnessed over the 10 years we’ve been
tracking member compensation. To me, the even better
news was that our members were investing more in their
businesses while revenues rose and saw a very solid return
on their additional investment.
Last year our typical member spent an additional $5,600 on
technology, training aids, continuing education and marketing
and saw an average revenue gain of about $20,000 – more
than a 350% return on the additional investment.
I’m very pleased to see our members growing their
businesses in an efficient manner and pleased to see that the
flood of new technology options, marketing supports and
business opportunities are paying off handsomely for many of
our teachers. In 2017, may Proponent members continue
making reasonable, strategic investments to further elevate
your operations above your competition. These investments in
strengthening your brand will continue to pay off in a golf
market that is generally stagnant in most local markets.

The downside of a significant growth in your teaching
business, at a time when most facilities are struggling to stay
in the black, is that you have become a bigger financial target
to help shore up facility revenues. In 2016 we saw big
increases in rent and lease payments for our members (up 40
percent on average) and increases in revenue sharing –
especially at private clubs – for those who don’t rent or lease.
As Ian James of Retailtribe and I have been saying for
years now, it becomes more important every day to track all
of your students’ spending at your facility. You have to
continue to clarify your value to your facility especially as
your businesses continue to grow. Most facilities really don’t
understand the sway you have in golf-related purchasing
decisions by your students. Where they practice, where they
play, what clubs they buy, what clothes they wear, where
they eat…the list goes on. Your influence cannot be
underestimated, so continually look for ways to document
student spending where you teach. Without this data it is
very difficult to negotiate with your facility when they want
more of your hard-earned dollars. And they are definitely
eying you as an easy piggy bank to shake.
For those who are finding it hard to work with their local
golf courses, the survey is showing a continuing growth of
members teaching at “non-traditional” locations such as strip
malls and converted warehouses. I expect to see this
continue based on the early successes we’re seeing from
most of our members who have already gone this route. It
can be a great Plan B if your course owner asks for too much.
So, the goal for 2017 is to keep the momentum going on
the revenue side while managing expenses as best you
can. As a group you’re doing very well and we’re here to
help you continue to navigate a tricky golf market and
continue to thrive. Keep up the good work!

PROPONENT GROUP PARTNERS
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CHECK OUT THUMBTACK, LESSONS.COM AND THE REST

ONLINE REFERRAL SITES: LEGITIMATE
BUSINESS BUILDERS?
By David Gould, Staff Editor

Without actually signing up with Lessons.com, Proponent
Group member Mary Hafeman was sent a lead by the online
teach/coach/tutor platform that converted into a four-lesson
junior package, generating a welcome $180 in revenue.
“I didn’t create a profile or do anything,” says Hafeman,
who teaches summers in the Milwaukee area and winters
in Jacksonville, Fla. “I got an email from the website
totally out of the blue.” Her digital lead that turned into
dollars came last spring as a seeming one-off, but over
the past few months
Hafeman has
received a flurry of
Lessons.com
inquiries, at least
two dozen, she
estimates.
“Leads for new
students are
important to any golf
instructor, and
finding ways to
generate them is
not easy,” she
acknowledges.
“However there’s
been a frustration
factor for me, in
responding to these online leads. Basically I’m putting out
my bid then hearing nothing back.” There you have it: The
classic marketing-and-sales challenge of converting leads
into active business isn’t easily solved just because the
referrals come from online sources.
Thumbtack, TakeLessons, Lessons.com and perhaps a
few other referral sites have lately been on the radar of
anyone who teaches golf and doesn’t disdain modern
digital technology. The oldest of the bunch, TakeLessons,
began way back in 2006 and made its mark in the musiclesson category, less so with sports. TakeLessons reported
back in 2013 that, to date, it had paid out over $10 million
to music teachers, and that its student base was
geographically spread over thousands of cities and towns.
On Lessons.com, you (theoretically) have to create
an account, although Hafeman figures the website
found her through a web search and plugged her name
and email address into its database—why not, they

need teachers. Account setup and creation of a profile is
free, so if a Lessons.com employee did in fact load
Mary’s data on their own, the site wasn’t giving
something away that they normally charge for.
For Proponent Group members, the Lessons.com
platform became a topic of discussion last year on
Proponent’s private Facebook forum. Massachusettsbased member Cathy MacPherson initiated the
discussion, which quickly attracted comments from a
half-dozen others. The gist of that exchange was that
Lessons.com was actively soliciting teachers, to help

build out its roster in the golf “vertical,” as these
companies call the various skill areas.
The Proponent newsletter devoted space last year to an
interview with John Kelley, the CEO of CoachUp, which
has a similar business model to Thumbtack and the rest.
Kelley addressed the question of credibility and
trustworthiness of sites that connect lesson-takers with
lesson-givers, noting that, in his company’s case, athlete
endorsements—the likes of Steph Curry and Julian
Edelman endorse CoachUp—turn out to be an effective,
though expensive way of persuading people that the
platform works and those who use it will be well-treated.
Vetting is a major benefit, and if you’re a user of
TakeLessons.com it continues beyond initial meet-up. After
every session, either online or in person, TakeLessons
verifies that students were satisfied with their teacher and
then releases the payment to the instructor. So, yeah, the
rubber meets the road, through a digital intermediary.
(Continued on next page)
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Interestingly,
Thumbtack’s first
move into the
professionalservices
marketplace
involved creating
a Craigslist tool
any serviceproviding pro
could use as a
template, in order
that their
presentation on
Craigslist would be more effective and attentiongetting. That tactic rather ingeniously helped solve
the chicken-and-egg problem of where-to-begin,
at the point when Thumbtack had no roster of
service providers and no customer base, either.
Kyle Voska, a Denver-based Proponent
member, has a fair amount of experience with
Lessons.com and some good things to say about
the platform. In a forum post from earlier this year,
he stated the view that golfers who seek
instruction via Lessons.com seem to be very
price-conscious, which means the more up-market
instructor will have to be able to offer some type
of program—in all likelihood a group format—that
allows for a rate that avoids sticker shock. “If you
list your normal private-lesson rate, you’ll probably
price yourself out with this type of client,” Kyle
says. With Lessons.com, a teacher keeps the full
amount of the client’s payment—the site
generates revenue by charging teachers a small
fee to send out their price quotes. Voska reports
paying the nominal sum of $2 for each quote sent.
To a good degree, these online referral
companies replace the photocopied flyer for
babysitting or guitar lessons that you’d see tacked
up in your local pizza shop with a row of tear-off
tabs at the bottom, each containing a name and
phone number. Going slick and digital doesn’t
change the fact that the service provider’s quality
level is difficult to gauge, from the evidence
presented. Platforms like Thumbtack are most
likely to draw lesson-givers from the lower and
middle echelons of a category like golf before
making an impact on the upper stratum where
Proponent members can be found.
Every technology has early adopters, and
apparently a golf instructor named Tony Weiher,
who has worked in both the Boca Raton and
southeast Ohio markets, is an early adopter of
online professional-services referral tech. Under
the tagline of “Thoughtless Golf,” Weiher markets
himself energetically through his own website, but
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his presence on
both Thumbtack
and Lessons.com
is formidable.
His Thumbtack
profile page
displays multiple
award icons with
the Thumbtack
logo labeling
Weiher as a “Top
Pro” and a
service-provider
awarded “Best of”
status. That page, where it reports the running
total of individual golfers who have hired Weiher
(through the site) recently showed the number 62
—a prodigious total, given how many original
leads there must have been, to yield so many
conversions.
That brings up a potentially worrying aspect of
a platform like Thumbtack—its ability to amass
data, including TripAdvisor-type reviews, and turn
that into online reports and rankings that by
definition can only spotlight and praise the
instructors who are active on the site. If you go on
Google and enter “Thumbtack best junior golf
lessons” plus a city name, you’ll see a stack of
results that, if clicked upon, will reveal a “best of”
report on teaching pros who work with juniors and
have won the metrics contest in that market,
either by volume of lessons given to Thumbtack
clients or by a combination of that plus ratings
input by the lesson-takers.
“Content is king,” the SEO experts have long
stated. With a website like Thumbtack, generating
the kind of content that Google’s web-crawlers will
respond to isn’t so difficult, as long as large
numbers of service providers in the category
participate.
One result these days is that when you enter a
question in a search box like, “How much do golf
lessons cost?” … there’s a very good chance that
one of these referral sites will rank very high—and
not only earn a high placement in the results stack,
but even quite easily make it into the “answer box”
up top that, which these days so dramatically
represents Google SEO success.
Current wisdom regarding these platforms
seems to come down to this: Don’t ignore them,
don’t expect them to match up very well,
demographically, with your current clientele, and
try to create a product and price point that will
lead to a decent conversion rate, if and when you
decide to devote some time and energy to these
online sources.
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NEW: Sunice Apparel
Now Available to
for
Proponent
Members

EXCLUSIVELY FROM BOBBY JONES,
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS
All current product from Bobby Jones’ and Sunice outstanding mens’
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to
Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:
WITHOUT MANUFACTURER LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing
WITH MANUFACTURER LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing
Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com and sunicesports.com. To place a personal use
order – or for pricing on bulk orders for outings, golf schools or other student usage – contact
Susan Moshier in Customer Service at 404-836-0573 or at smoshier@jonesglobalsports.com.
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MISSIE BERTEOTTI

SCALLY’S GOLF AND TRAINING CENTER, MOON, PA
INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR
As a professional athlete, Missie Berteotti was so
successful—and in person she is so relaxed and
easy-going—one might be surprised to learn what a
restless curiosity she possesses.
But there it is, from the TPI training to the
memberships in Toastmasters International and the
National Speakers Association, to a study of yoga so
intense she ended up an Iyengar-certified instructor,
to her National Certification in Therapeutic Massage,
all the way to her certification in Rick Jensen’s
comments about her life and career.
seminal Mental Skills training.
Someone should check this woman’s golf bag to
Missie, tell us how you started on your path in
see if there’s a Rubik’s Cube zipped in there
golf—a journey that would lead you to a long
someplace.
LPGA Tour career and ultimately into teaching
During her high school days in Pittsburgh,
and coaching.
Berteotti won back-to-back Pennsylvania State
Championships. She went on to attend the
I was the oldest of three kids and my father was a
University of Miami, where her successful collegiate
15-handicap golfer who loved the game. I wanted to
career was highlighted by medalist honors at the
play with him but he told me I needed to practice
1984 NCAA Championship. During her 14-year run
more and get better before I’d be able to go on the
on the LPGA Tour, Berteotti compiled $1.1 million in
course with him. So, I practiced, and I ended up
earnings, won the 1993 Ping Welch’s Classic and
getting pretty good—eventually good enough to
notched many a top-10 finish in other tournaments.
receive a scholarship to the University of Miami and
Her career-low round of 65 came on day three of the
then compete for 14 years on the LPGA Tour.
1991 Women’s Kemper Open, in Hawaii.
After leaving the tour, Berteotti served as an
You quit touring when you were still competitive.
instructor in junior golf clinics administered by the
LPGA tour in various cities. She has also conducted
When I became a mother I gave up playing the tour.
LPGA Golf Clinics for Women, a tour-endorsed series
That was in 1999. And then when my husband and I
owned and operated by Jane Blalock.
divorced, and he moved to Los Angeles, I became a
Along the way Missie organized and presented her
full-time mom and a single parent.
Mental Mastery Workshops to aspiring golfers, showing
them pathways toward optimal competitive
Was that a difficult sacrifice?
performance. At the core of all of her coaching is a focus
on these very principles, which Berteotti has written
I wasn’t one of those players who disliked tour life—I
about in her book “The Mental Mastery Program: From
had some really great friends out there and didn’t really
the Classroom to the Course to Life”
picture myself quitting. But when you
available at missieberteotti.com.
become a parent, you realize it isn’t
Currently working as a teaching
all about you. I started teaching
“I wasn’t one of those
professional at Scally’s Golf and
part-time while raising my son. He
Training Center in Moon, Penn.
players who disliked tour life is now 17 and he, unfortunately,
Missie enjoys teaching private
doesn’t have a lot of time for golf—
—I had some really great
lessons and continuing to mentor
his real passion is tennis and he
friends out there and didn’t
women, which she does through
plays competitively.
her company The Business Golf
really picture myself quitting.
Academy. Fellow Proponent
What did you miss most?
But when you become a
member and newsletter
parent, you realize it isn’t all
contributor Paul Ramee engaged
I missed having something to
Berteotti in a lengthy conversation
about you.”
strive for and I missed being
recently, yielding these selected
focused, on the personal
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Berteotti with LPGA friends
and fellow competitors
(from left) Barb Mucha,
Nancy Lopez, Val Skinner
and Rosie Jones.

achievement. I think everyone gets to a point where they
are fairly comfortable being on stage and showing off, so
I came to miss that.

schedule. I was really lucky to have some great people
available to support and educate me—Lorin, Rick
Jensen and Henry Brunton, to name a few.

Tell me about some of your mentors along the way.

The work you’ve done on “Mental Mastery” is a real
signature for you. How did that come about and
evolve?

One in particular was John Rech, who was the pro at
Valley Brook in Pittsburgh, where I grew up. To me he
was the personification of grit and being resilient. He
was always barking out some piece of advice at
someone. John taught me a lot about playing golf, and
he had such a classic, old-pro way about him. He would
yell at me, “Go putt for an hour, one-handed, then come
find me.” He taught me to be tough.
Then there was Ray Gafford, an oil man from Fort Worth.
Ray came out of the same caddie yard as Hogan and
Nelson. He became a sponsor of mine after college, so I
spent a lot of time in Texas playing and practicing.
Obviously, getting into the
teaching side would be natural for
someone who played at the
highest level. Was that an easy
decision for you?
I did have an interest in getting into
the business world, but every job I
interviewed for wanted a full-time
person. I needed to have some
flexibility, so I started teaching parttime and was able to fit it around my

It came about as a reflection of my struggles on tour. I
don’t consider myself very different from the typical tour
player, in terms of the doubt and fear that arises to
compromise performance. Most everyone who is out
there has choked at one time or another. So, the book
“Mental Mastery” was a project borne of necessity—I
felt I had to understand these emotional experiences
much more clearly.
What was the actual writing experience like, with this
particular book?

“It came about as a reflection
of my struggles on tour. I
don’t consider myself very
different from the typical tour
player, in terms of the doubt
and fear that arises to
compromise performance.”

I sat down and wrote it in two weeks
—it all just flowed out. But then I
spent the next six months editing
and revising it. “Mental Mastery”
teaches you how to trust properly. It
helps players realize that they are
not “chokers” and that the obstacles
are normal. It comes with the
territory that as you progress in
competition, new sets of feelings
and emotions will arise, but there are
patterns within that and some
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Berteotti’s love
of the game and
her quest to help
others has made
her a leader in
helping women
get a greater
benefit out of
participation in
the game.

effective ways to prepare for them. I wish I had known all
this back when I was 20, it would have made a world of
difference.
Can you share any specifics about your time on tour
and how the stress of competition affected you?
Early on Pat Bradley really had my number. I remember so
clearly my rookie year, playing in a group with her. My dad
was following us and for some reason being around this
player made me extremely self-conscious. I couldn’t
perform. This went on for a while.
Did it ever remedy itself?

are so many variables. There is breathing, visualization,
having clear intentions—and it’s very hard to maintain
clear intentions when playing at a high level, because
there is just so much going on. There are TV cameras,
media, family, other players… a lot to grapple with. And
that golfer has to know how they are going to react when
they make their first bogey.
Do you need a different recipe for each student?
Absolutely, but they have to take ownership. It’s their own
personal responsibility for getting themselves ready to
play. It is 100 percent on the player at that point. Golf is a
solitary sport, mainly played on your own. The help you
get is in having someone who shows you and explains to
you what your specific individual process is, for
preparation and then on the course.

Well, I actually approached Pat and talked to her about it
and she couldn’t have been more welcoming. She was
really a formidable player. I remember when she needed a
few wins to get into the Hall of Fame, she was coming to
But you teach a lot in groups, how do you let the
the end of her career and I was so
group interact so it can benefit each
impressed with her laser focus to get
player in it?
those last couple of wins. It was just
“There are so many
an unfortunate thing that I always
When I grew up we believed that if you
variables. There is
played poorly around her.
were scared of something, you would
never really let anyone other than
breathing, visualization,
your sports psychologist know.
having clear intentions—and maybe
Can you share with us your
You certainly wouldn’t let another
it’s very hard to maintain
definition of a “performance
player know, for fear of them exploiting
coach?”
that weakness. Now, players benefit
clear intentions when
the comfort of a group and the
It’s someone who is capable of
playing at a high level, there from
ability to realize they are not alone.
getting the player into their best state
is just so much going on.” They can see that their peers have the
to play. Sounds easy, but it isn’t. There
same fears they have.
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Berteotti’s 14
seasons on the
LPGA Tour included
top 10 finishes in
all four majors
played at that time
and one career
victory along with
hundreds of happy
pro-am partners.

What are some of the professional opportunities you
envision for yourself?

and realizing that it “isn’t all about you.” And yet to
play professional golf does require intense focus on
yourself, to the point of being self-absorbed, in some
cases. How did you manage such a big shift?

I would love to help women with their business golf. So
many are new to the game and unsure of what to do
out there. They struggle with the things that seem to us
All I can say is I am really so glad it happened. I do miss
to come naturally, like where to stand or where to park
competing, but my life has another point of view to it.
the cart. Most importantly, so many women don’t
Without the role and the experience of being a mom to
realize how much golf can help them advance their
my son I would never have gotten as far as I have,
careers. I was talking to a friend recently who was
personally.
recounting how much she had used golf to advance
her career. She made a key point—
how women don’t realize that the
As you look back on your career,
“I would love to help
men who are out there playing
what are you most proud of?
business golf are mostly such
women with their business
Probably the things that make me
mediocre player, but they manage
golf.
So
many
are
new
to
the
the most proud are the fact that I
to use the arena to create business
have given so much of myself and
game and unsure of what to
connections. My mission would be
have taken the time to learn things
to get women competent and
do out there. They struggle
that I can pass on. As a competitor, I
confident enough to enter the golf
with
the
things
that
seem
to
always think I should have done
arena so they are able to hold their
better, but in the end, my career
us to come naturally, like
own.
would have been nothing if I had not
where to stand or where to
been able to pass along what I’ve
park
the
cart.”
learned.
You mentioned becoming a parent

Proponent Group Summit 2017
Heathrow Country Country Club, Orlando, FL
November 5-7
The Most Valuable Event of The Year for Your Teaching Business

Now You Have FOUR Ways
to Find Answers to All of Your
Business and Career Questions

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
ALL OF OUR OPTIONS

Contract Negotiations • Proprietary Compensation Information • Marketing Issues
Business Plans • Job Search Assistance • Public Relations • General Career Advice
Management Action Plans • Resume Review • Website Design • Logo Design
Teaching Building Design and Construction • Social Media Marketing • Instruction Trends

Our Unique Members-only Website

Access to more than 100 presentations from the top industry experts and world-class instructors
whenever you need it, only on our members-only website. Plus, more than two dozen business templates
and guides ready for downloading at any time.

Our Member Mentors

Tap into the combined knowledge of more than 100 of our members who have offered to assist fellow
members by sharing their expertise in dozens of relevant topics. Just find your topic of interest and contact
those listed for advice to tap into our membership’s shared wisdom.

Our Private Edufii and Facebook Groups

Ask our Private Facebook or Edufii groups of more than 450 Proponent members your questions
and you’ll get answers from your peers across North America.

Our One-on-One Consulting

For our full members, call our office anytime you need help with a career or business-related issue.
We talk with dozens of members each week and provide recommendations and advice
in dozens of areas that can affect your bottom line.

Log on to www.proponent-group.com or call 407-878-1235
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IF IT’S GOOD ENOUGH FOR AIRLINES AND HOTELS…

THE CASE FOR DYNAMIC PRICING IN
GOLF INSTRUCTION
By David Gould, Staff Editor

Golf instruction has shown signs
of moving toward a new service
concept that features an altered
delivery model. Instead of “trading
time for dollars,” the golf coach will
charge students a menu of fees to
help them achieve pre-set goals
for performance improvement.
The names we most associate
with this dramatic shift are Henry
Brunton, Dr. Rick Jensen and Will
Robins. When California-based
Robins spoke to fellow Proponent
members during our 2017 PGA
Show presentations, he offered
further nuanced guidance on how
to transition to the “coaching model,” one in which you are
creating and selling improvement programs that require
considerable practice time on the student’s part even as
the programs guarantee lower scores.
No organization supports this shift toward the coaching
model more than Proponent Group. That said, it’s hard to
imagine the disappearance, anytime soon, of traditional
lesson books filled with golfers’ names plugged into date/
time blocks.
Given that reality, can teaching professionals do the
unthinkable and price their services “dynamically,” the way
most all other sellers of so-called perishable products—
hotel nights, hockey tickets, airplane seats, etc.—set
prices? It’s a subject that bears serious investigation, given
how rarely the golf instructor comes upon an operational
change that costs almost nothing to institute, requires no
further work and could potentially boost revenue by five or
10 percent annually.
“The average annual revenue produced by a
Proponent member is $133,000,” observes company
president Lorin Anderson. “I stare at that number
wondering if members could switch to time-based pricing
and instantly turn it into another $5,000-$10,000 for
working about the same number of hours.” In Lorin’s view,
Proponent members could ease into this pricing practice
by testing it selectively and by comparing notes with each
other for optimal feedback in an efficient manner. “What it
comes down to,” he says, “is a supply-demand dynamic
that our members haven’t been able to leverage, despite
the fact that their services are considerably more indemand than the competition.”

Dynamic pricing, a.k.a. surge pricing or time-based
pricing, is a profitability miracle for airlines and hotels but is
still resisted by the golf industry. That’s not for no good
reason. Air travel and hotel stays are necessities in many
instances, while rounds of golf are always discretionary—
thus price-sensitivity is naturally higher. It’s pretty much
that way with instruction, as well.
Morton Golf, the renowned Sacramento management
company that oversees the Haggin Oaks, Bing Maloney
and Bartley Cavanaugh golf complexes, has made a
move to fully-dynamic tee-time pricing, trumpeting the
consumer benefits of this approach at every turn. The
company is right now looking to institute dynamic pricing
of buckets of balls at the Haggin Oaks driving range, a
cash-producing juggernaut that stays open 24/7. Mike
Woods, director of golf for all Morton Golf operations,
was asked about dynamic pricing of instruction and
replied that it was next in line for consideration.
“It makes all the sense in the world, just as much sense
as pricing tee times dynamically,” says Woods. “There are
people who want that premium time on the lesson tee,
regardless of cost, and there are people who not only feel
a need to price-compare and bargain-hunt, they actually
enjoy it—dynamic pricing serves both those customers in
pretty much an ideal way.”
One tricky problem with making a switch from
static to dynamic is knowing for sure if it boosted
your total revenues, and particularly by how much.
“Committed as we are to dynamic pricing, we find it
difficult to measure with precision how well it’s
paying off,” says Woods. “You can’t do both forms
(Continued on next page)
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of pricing at once and compare apples to apples.”
As Proponent Group seeks to explore new
pricing models on behalf of its members, the
company has begun a conversation with Chris
Hendrick, a PGA professional who years ago did a
career pivot out of the golf shop to launch Summit
Golf Services, known for its sharp work in datadriven revenue-management services. Hendrick is
on retainer with the Myrtle Beach Golf Course
Owners Association (MBGCOA), which taps his
skills in the area of rounds-and-revenue tracking,
capturing and
analysis.
Having lived
the life of a PGA
pro, Hendrick
understands how
interested a
teacher might be
in breaking
through the
revenue
limitations built
into the structure
of a work week, i.e., the busy periods and the quiet
periods. An individual instructor may have more
pricing power than an individual course, in his view,
because the teacher-student interaction is so
personal and non-generic. “Any individual
instructor could try time-based pricing on their
own,” says Hendrick, contrasting coaches with golf
courses, which are best off banding together to
dynamic-price.
If this pricing model were to work for a teaching
pro, how would that happen? “You may be talking
about the rich guys in effect subsidizing the more
bargain-conscious lesson-taker,” says Hendrick.
Picture 10 students paying $40 over rack rate for
peak-time lessons, and 10 students paying $15 under
rack for slow-period lessons. The net is $250 extra for
the instructor, that week. Wouldn’t the peak-time
people feel gouged? That question is probably the
go/no-go of the entire notion.
But imagine this: All of the golfers you’ve
worked with over the past two years suddenly
vanish, and just as suddenly they are replaced by
an equal number of new students, representing the
same demographics, income levels and playing
experience as your old clientele. Wouldn’t you feel
pretty comfortable presenting this new crop with a
digital lesson book—using USchedule or some
similar platform—that was pre-coded to price the
time blocks dynamically, the way hotels price roomnights and Uber prices rideshares?
Psychologically, the appeal of the below-rack
times in the off hours has to be signficant. Consider
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Steve Student, who has taken lessons from you in
the past, usually scheduling times on Friday
afternoon or Saturday morning and paying your
standard rate of $100 an hour. Steve calls asking to
work with you again and inquires about available
slots in his customary prime-time periods. You tell
him there are indeed some Friday p.m. slots, but the
price for these is $120. Meanwhile for $90 an hour—
less than the rate he’s paid in the past—he could
work with you on Wednesdays, any time up until 4
p.m. If your average Steve found that offer
reasonable and fairsounding, there’s
your consumer
acceptance of the
idea.
There of course
is the issue of
lesson-package
sales, in which a
customary volume
discount—say, 6
lessons for $500—
would knock your
$100/hour rate down to $83.33/hour. On prior
occasions when Steve Student bought that
package, he usually stuck to his pattern of FridaySaturday lesson times, but he would also mix in a
Tuesday morning or afternoon time. Under the old
system that didn’t matter, but with time-based pricing
some creative problem-solving might be in order.
Of all the light Hendrick is able to shed on this
question, his thoughts about work-life balance may
be the most compelling. The golf instructor, unlike
the 18-hole course or the airplane seat—has a life. If
a hotel room isn’t occupied, it won’t go spend time
with its kids or run errands. The teacher is different,
so if he or she had the ultimate algorithm and
analytics for managing their lesson schedule, it
would show very big dollar figures in one section of
the grid, shrinking gradually down to lesser dollar
amounts as you get farther from weekend mornings
and closer to those truly dead weekday blocks.
“At that point,” says Hendrick, “you would use
your personal life as a competing value, and it
would be easier to do that because you would
know that you were harvesting the most possible
revenue from your peak-period times.” With his
background and skill set, Hendrick is particularly
qualified to author some type of calculation or
modeling tool that golf instructors could use to
digitally support and guide their foray into
dynamic pricing. If and when such a tool
becomes available, or goes into a test phase,
Proponent members would be first to know about
it. Stay tuned.
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WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S
FEBRUARY NEW MEMBERS

GOLF INDUSTRY “TALKING POINTS”
THAT YOU SHOULD KNOW

COREY BAEHMAN, Silverbell Golf Course/Randolph
Golf Course, Tucson, AZ - Associate Member
CHRIS GERDIN, Legacy Golf Performance Center,
Phoenix, AZ - Associate Member
TOMAS GRYC, Golf Channel Academy at Golf Resort
Black Bridge, Prague, Czech Republic - Associate
Member
JENNIFER HUDSON, Ocean Reef Club/Sankaty Head
Golf Club, (FL/MA), Memphis, TN - Associate Member
A.J. McADAM Golf Channel Academy at Golf Resort
Black Bridge, Prague, Czech Republic - International
Member
TRENA McDANIEL, Deerfield Golf Club and Learning
Center, Riverwoods, IL - Full Member
JEFF ROTH, San Juan Country Club, Farmington, NM - Associate Member
BLAKE SMITH, Boccieri Golf, Scottsdale, AZ, - Full
Member
CHIP WESLEY, TopGolf Salt Lake City, UT - Associate
Member

The following talking points were produced by leading
industry organizations including the PGA, USGA and
NGF and were distributed during the recent PGA Show
in Orlando. Proponent Group members, as leaders in
the industry, are well-advised to have up-to-date data
on all matters golf-related. Here are some highlights:

PROPONENT ARCHIVE INCLUDES
ALL PAST NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
If you are ever in need of a back
issue of our COLLABORATE
monthly members newsletter,
simply log on to the members’
website and go to the Newsletter
Archive menu. Nearly 200
individual articles are arranged by
subject matter. We also include
complete copies of all of our past
newsletters for download.

PROPONENT GROUP NEWSLETTER

• A national report commissioned by the NGF found

•

•

•
•
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NEW: PROPONENT PUNCHLIST
ORGANIZES YOUR BUSINESS
It is now more possible—and more
necessary—to bring advanced
management techniques to your
teaching practice. But it’s no small
challenge to take care of your
existing students and continually
hone your coaching skills even as
you work to grow your business.
The Proponent PunchList
addresses all these activities,
meanwhile helping you achieve a
reasonable work-life balance.
If you are a new member, you
are best off using the PunchList
initially as an assessment tool.
Within it are 30-plus subcategories of management and
business strategy. In most cases a
new Proponent member will find
they are proficient in many of these
areas, adequate in some and in need of considerable help in others.
Our goal is to see you get more from your business’s current
strengths while helping you address any possible weak areas so they
no longer pose a threat to future success.
You don’t have to tackle all of these PunchList items at once, nor
should you. For each sub-category we provide a suggested time
interval or cycle when review is most appropriate. We do suggest you
go back over the entire list annually, and use your yearly review to reprioritize your greatest opportunities as well as your most vital needs.
Under many of these items you will find “Assets to Assist.” These
are guides, templates, video presentations and other tools stored in the
member-only section of the Proponent Group website. You can readily
deploy these assets to help you complete a given task.
To download your copy of the brand new PunchList, log in to the
members’ website: You will see “Proponent Punchlist" at the top of the
menu in the left column.
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that while 25 million Americans played at least once
last year, another 32 million have significant interest
in trying golf.
In 2015, 2 million people in
the U.S. tried golf for the
first time, more than in any
year since 2002.
The number of youth
golfers between 6 and 17
grew 29% from 2.4 million
in 2012 to 3.2 million in
2015.
Girls account for 864,000
(27%) of the 3.2 million
youth golfers in 2015.
Golf saw the largest jump
in junior participation
(800,000) since 2012 of
any youth sport in the
United States including
soccer, football, basketball, baseball, etc.
Millennials are taking up the game: 6.3 million
golfers between the ages of 18-34 play an average
of 14.7 rounds per year (93 million rounds) and
spend an estimated $5 billion a year on equipment.

Lorin Anderson President
David Gould Staff Editor
Lori Bombka Operations Manager
Debbie Clements Accounting
Todd Wilson CEO, Golf Channel Academy
Scott Novell President, Golf Channel Academy
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